
T urner syndrome is characterized 

by a missing, a partially missing, or an 

atypical X chromosome. It only affects biologi-

cal females.  

Turner syndrome occurs in about one in every 

2500 live female births. 

10% or fewer people with Turner syndrome 

are also diagnosed with intellectual disability. 

Life expectancy is in the typical range. 

 

Causes 

Almost all females have two X chromosomes 

(XX), known as the female sex chromosomes. 

Turner syndrome is characterized by one 

missing, incomplete, or atypical X chromo-

some. A missing, incomplete, or atypical chro-

mosome is caused by an error in cell division, 

where one X chromosome is missing from a 

new cell, is damaged, or is atypically formed. 

Errors in cell division that result in a missing, 

incomplete, or atypical X chromosome occur 

spontaneously, and they are not inherited 

from either parent. 

 

Diagnosis 

Turner syndrome may be suspected from 

physical characteristics, but is confirmed by 

genetic analysis, before or after birth.  

 

Treatment 

Treatment for Turner syndrome usually 
focuses on partial correction of physical 
characteristics, and any difficulties associat-
ed with all characteristics. These include:  

 Growth hormone intervention  

 Estrogen replacement therapy  

 Reproductive interventions  

 Medical interventions to address spe-
cific physical problems 

 Counseling and psychotherapy 

Characteristics  

Body characteristics 

Low birth weight 
Short stature  
Webbed neck  
Low hairline 
Small mouth 
Low-set ears; atypical ear lobes 
Hearing loss 
Broad chest; wide-spaced nipples 
Few secondary sex characteristics  

Medical characteristics 

Inability to conceive naturally  
Amenorrhea (no menstruation) 
Coarctation of the aorta 
Autoimmunity  
Kidney, urinary tract problems  

Learning / psychosocial character-
istics 

Impaired social cognition  
ADHD; learning problems  
Anorexia nervosa 
Low self-esteem, depression 
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Turner Syndrome  

Types of Turner syndrome   

 45XO: One X chromosome is com-
pletely missing, so that the female 
has only 45 totally chromosomes 
instead of the usual 46. 40-60% of 
those diagnosed with Turner syn-
drome have 45XO.  

 45X/46XX mosaicism: An error in 
cell division after fertilization re-
sults in some body cells having the 
usual 46 chromosomes, and oth-
ers having 45 because of one miss-
ing X chromosome. This mosai-
cism results in milder characteris-
tics. 

 45X/46XY mosaicism (rare): Cell 
division errors result in small frag-
ments of the Y chromosome in 
some body cells. Males character-
istics do not develop. There is an 
increased risk of gonad tumors, so 
ovaries are usually removed.  

 45X/47XXX mosaicism (very rare): 
An error in egg cell division results 
in some 47XXX body cells, and an 
error after fertilization results in 
other 45X body cells. These fe-
males are typically taller than 
average.  

 XX with one incomplete or atypi-
cally-formed X: This group (20%)
includes: ring chromosomes (one 
X is circular with ends joined), 
isochromosomes (one X has two 
long arms), and deletion (one X is 
missing some genetic material).  
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